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Reexamination of the evolution of the dynamic susceptibility of the glass former glycerol

S. Adichtchev, T. Blochowicz, C. Tschirwitz, V. N. Novikov, and E. A. Ro¨ssler*
Experimentalphysik II, Universita¨t Bayreuth, D 95440 Bayreuth, Germany

~Received 30 September 2002; published 14 July 2003!

The dielectric data of glycerol compiled by Lunkenheimeret al. @Contemp. Phys.41, 15 ~2000!# are reana-
lyzed within a phenomenological approach on the one hand, and within mode coupling theory~MCT!, on the
other. We present a complete interpolation of the dielectric data covering 17 decades in frequencies. The
crossover temperature extracted from the phenomenological analysis of the slow response at low temperatures
and defined by the emergence of the excess wing upon cooling agrees well with the critical temperature
extracted from a MCT analysis of the dynamics at high temperatures including data that were not used in the
first MCT analysis of glycerol by Lunkenheimeret al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.77, 318 ~1996!#. The crossover
temperature is found to beTc528863 K, which is significantly higher than previously reported. Extracting the
nonergodicity parameterf, the characteristic anomaly is only found when 12 f is inspected, sincef is very
close to 1. No difference for the evolution of the dynamic susceptibility is observed for the nonfragile system
glycerol with respect to fragile glass formers provided that the evolution of the dynamics is studied as a
function of the correlation timeta .

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.011504 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Pf, 78.35.1c, 61.43.Fs
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years significant experimental progress has b
made in monitoring the evolution of the molecular dynam
in supercooled liquids. For example, the dielectric respo
of polar glass formers can now be measured over 18 dec
in frequency (1025– 1013 Hz) @1#. Quasielastic light scatter
ing is able to monitor the fast dynamics with high precisi
(108– 1013 Hz) @2–5# and neutron scattering experimen
have compiled the correspondingq dependence@6,7#. To-
gether with molecular dynamics simulations@8#, the applica-
tions of the aforementioned techniques among others h
demonstrated that mode coupling theory~MCT! @9,10# pro-
vides a rather consistent description of the evolution of
susceptibility at the onset of the glass transition, i.e., at h
temperatures. In addition to the maina-process, a fast relax
ation process is identified, leading to a two-step decay of
correlation function. Within MCT the fast process is attri
uted to some in-cage motion whereas thea-process describe
the reorganization of the cage which enables flow. A M
analysis allows for determining a critical temperatureTc
above which the high temperature scenario of the~idealized!
theory well accounts for the salient features of the susce
bility @10#.

Most systems investigated so far were fragile molecu
glass formers, characterized by the absence of strong i
molecular interactions. Here, the question arises whe
MCT may also apply to nonfragile glass formers, i.e.,
so-called strong systems with more or less strong inter
lecular interactions. Since in such systems the cage effe
expected to play a minor role, one may be reluctant to
MCT here. However, it turns out that again two-step cor
lation functions are observed though quantitative agreem
with MCT is less convincing@11–13#. The case of glycerol is
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of particular interest since it is an organic system of interm
diate degree of fragility. Several MCT studies were pu
lished, but concerning the critical temperatureTc extracted
from the data significant disagreement was found. In 19
the first MCT analysis of light scattering~LS! as well as of
neutron scattering~NS! data was carried out by Wuttkeet al.
@14# and the authors reportedTc>225 K, however, no agree
ment with viscosity data was obtained. The latter data s
poseTc>300 K as pointed out by Ro¨ssleret al. @15#. A re-
analysis of the LS data by Franoschet al. @16# identifiedTc
in the temperature interval 223–233 K, but the result was
fully compelling. In 1996 an analysis of the now accessib
high frequency dielectric~DS! data of glycerol were pre-
sented by Lunkenheimeret al. @17# and they reportedTc
>262 K. In a review paper on testing MCT predictions b
NS, Petry and Wuttke@6# displayed the nonergodicity param
eter for several glass formers though they hesitated to d
any conclusion in the case of glycerol. However, reinspe
ing their plot Tc>280 K may be suggested. Finally, an im
pulsive stimulated thermal scattering study by Paolucci a
Nelson@18# ‘‘rule ~s! out the possibility of a marked anomal
in the temperature region from 228 to 268 K.’’

Clearly, these disparate results are very unsatisfying
they may point to a problem for any MCT analysis, name
that the theory’s expected range of validity is not well d
fined. In other words, the approximations made within t
theory are not controlled. On the one hand, the theoret
predictions are expected to hold only close to the criti
temperatureTc , on the other, for temperature close toTc the
high temperature scenario of MCT is expected to be d
turbed by the emergence of the so-called hopping transp
which within the extended theory is supposed to provide
mechanism to reestablish ergodicity belowTc . It is expected
that this problem is more severe in nonfragile glass form
than in fragile systems. Experimentally, the situation tu
out to be somewhat different. In a series of papers it w
demonstrated that the high temperature scenario of MC
found to hold even up to the fluid regime close toTm
@7,8,19#. In turn this provides a large enough temperatu
d-
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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ADICHTCHEV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011504 ~2003!
range from which the critical temperature can be accura
determined via extrapolation and allows one to easily id
tify first deviations from the scaling laws indicating th
breakdown of the~idealized! MCT description atT<Tc .
Most of the cited analyses of glycerol were carried out in
rather small temperature range which actually may be
small. As a consequence, it may happen that the result
these analyses depend on the temperature interval inv
gated.

Below the dynamic crossover atTc , the evolution of the
susceptibility is not adequately described by the theory
one has to resort to phenomenological approaches. Ana
ing the dielectric loss of several glass formers includ
glycerol by applying a distribution of correlation times d
rived from an extension of a generalized gamma distribut
first introduced by Kudliket al. @20#, Blochowiczet al. @21#
report that, independent of the degree of fragility, the evo
tion of the dynamic susceptibility including thea-relaxation
peak together with its high frequency excess wing exhibit
high degree of universality provided that the parameters
the excess wing are plotted as a function of the correla
time ta rather than as a function of temperature as is usu
done. Within this analysis it can be shown that the exc
wing appears first at log10(ta /s)>28 upon cooling and tha
the temperature at which this happens correlates well w
the critical temperatureTc of MCT. This phenomenologica
analysis provides clear evidence that a high and low te
perature scenario holds for the evolution of the susceptibi
and it was concluded that the breakdown of the high te
perature scenario of MCT coincides with the appearance
the excess wing. For glycerolT(log10ta528)>270 K is
found, thus challenging most MCT analyses on glycerol p
lished so far. Although the nature of the excess wing is
well understood, it seems to be some kind of a second
relaxation process and cannot be identified with a contri
tion from hopping transport@22,23#.

In this contribution we reanalyze the dielectric data co
piled by Lunkenheimeret al. @1# ~cf. Fig. 1!, which currently
provide the most complete dielectric dataset reported fo
glass former. By applying the extension of the gamma dis
bution @20,21# for describing the slow response at low tem
peratures on the one hand, and analyzing the dynamic
high temperatures as proposed by MCT, on the other, we
demonstrate that~i! a complete interpolation of the dielectr
data covering about 17 decades in frequencies is obta
and ~ii ! the crossover temperature extracted from the p
nomenological analysis agrees well with that obtained fr
the MCT analysis. For the purpose of the latter analysis
included high temperature data@1# that were not used in the
first MCT analysis of the dielectric response@17#. In this
work, Lunkenheimeret al. analyzed directly the«~v! data
whereas we use normalized data for which the static per
tivity has been scaled out. Since glycerol is a nonfragile gl
former, the effect of the temperature dependence of the s
susceptibility is quite strong and significantly changes
results of any line-shape analysis.~iii ! Finally, we will show
that no difference is found for the nonfragile glass form
glycerol with respect to a fragile glass former, e.g., propyle
carbonate.
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. MCT predictions

We first summarize the asymptotic scaling predictions
the idealized MCT@9,10#. Due to the interplay of fast dy-

FIG. 1. Dielectric permittivity of glycerol as compiled b
Lunkenheimeret al. @1# for various temperatures. The temperatu
of each curve is, from left to right~in kelvin!, 184, 195, 204, 213,
223, 234, 253, 263, 273, 289, 295, 303, 323, 333, 363, 382, 4
and 413.~a! Imaginary part«9(n), included fit ~solid line! by ap-
plying the GGE distribution of correlation times, Eq.~5!, for inter-
polating the slow response (n,1 GHz) atT<273 K. ~b! Imaginary
part scaled by the static permittivity«s , included is complete inter-
polation of the relaxational contribution by applying Eq.~10!
~dashed line! and by applying in addition the constraint, Eq.~9!
~solid line!, data for highest temperatures not fitted, cf. Fig. 5.~c!
Real part«8(n) as compiled by Lunkenheimeret al. @1#, no data for
403 K; note double logarithmic scale.
4-2
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REEXAMINATION OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011504 ~2003!
namics anda-process a minimum is found in the suscep
bility in the gigahertz regime, which atT.Tc is interpolated
by

x95xmin9 @bMCT~n/nmin!
aMCT

1aMCT~n/nmin!
2bMCT#/~aMCT1bMCT!, ~1!

wherenmin andxmin9 are the frequency and the amplitude
the minimum. The exponentsaMCT andbMCT determine the
low-frequency behavior of the fast dynamics and the hi
frequency part of thea-process, respectively. They are dete
mined by a single parameter, namely, the exponent param
l, thus are not independent. The temperature dependen
nmin , xmin9 , and the time scaleta are expected to be given b

xmin9 }«1/2, nmin}«1/2aMCT, ta}«2gMCT, T.Tc ~2!

with «5T2Tc . The exponentgMCT is related to the expo
nentsaMCT andbMCT via gMCT51/(2a)11/(2b).

From xmin9 (T), nmin(T), andta(T) the critical temperature
Tc should follow; the latter terminates the temperature int
val of the high temperature scenario of MCT. BelowTc the
fast relaxation spectrum is expected to change its shap
crossover from a power law with an exponentaMCT at high
frequencies to a white noise spectrum (a51) at low frequen-
cies is expected. As a consequence of the appearance o
‘‘knee’’ a decrease of the fast dynamics relaxation strengt
forecast upon cooling. This constitutes the anomaly of
nonergodicity parameterf, a generalized Debye-Waller fac
tor, which defines the relaxation strength of the slow dyna
ics ~a-process!. A characteristic temperature dependence
predicted

f ~T!5 f c , T.Tc ; f ~T!5 f c1hd1/2 T,Tc , ~3!

whereh is some constant andd5Tc2T. Here, for the analy-
sis of the DS data, theq dependence off has been dropped
Above Tc the parameterf remains temperature independe
whereas belowTc it quickly rises. We note that the knee ha
not been observed so far in molecular glass formers and
clear identification of the anomaly of the nonergodicity p
rameter is a matter of debate@24#. It has been suggested@4,5#
that it may appear advantageous to actually determine
quantity 12 f which presents the fraction that decays due
processes faster than thea-process and is given by the inte
gral over the susceptibility of the fast relaxationx f ast9 (n),

12 f }E
2`

`

x fast9 ~n!d ln n>E
n@1/ta

`

x9~n!d ln n. ~4!

B. Phenomenological description of the susceptibility

Glycerol is a type-A glass former exhibiting no discern
ible secondary relaxation peak in the dielectric spectra.
such systems Kudliket al. @20# ~for details, see also
Blochowiczet al. @21#! have proposed a distribution of co
relation times which excellently interpolates thea-relaxation
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contribution including both peak and excess wing. The d
tribution is an extension of a generalized gamma distribut
~GGE! @25# and is given by

GGGE~ ln t!5NGGE~a,b,g!expF2
b

a S t

t0
D aG S t

t0
D b

3F11S ts

t0
D g2bG ~5!

with the normalizing factor

NGGE~a,b,g!

5aS b

a D b/aFGS b

a D1sg2bS a

b D ~g2b!/a

GS g

a D G21

~6!

given by the condition*2`
` GGGE(ln t)d ln t51.

The mean time constant reads

^t&5t0S a

b D 1/a GS b11

a D1sg2bS a

b D ~g2b!/a

GS g11

a D
GS b

a D1sg2bS a

b D ~g2b!/a

GS g

a D .

~7!

In addition to parametersa andb specifying the manifesta
tion of the a-relaxation peak, two additional parameterss
and g appear, which define the onset of the wing and
exponent, respectively. Thus, in this phenomenological
proach it is assumed that the wing contribution formally m
be treated as a part of thea-relaxation spectrum. We empha
size that the width parametersa and b can assume value
0,a, b,`, andg is not to be confused withgMCT .

In the Appendix we further discuss the role of the tw
parametersa and b, which in the GGE distribution are
needed to model thea relaxation around the maximum. I
short,b controls the widths of the relaxation peak, whereaa
fixes details of the peak, in particular, at low frequenciesn
,nmax. It turns out@21# that for a given glass former,a can
be kept constant for all temperatures whileb changes with
temperature in a characteristic way~see below!.

From Eq.~5! the complex dielectric permittivity«~v! is
calculated as

«a~v!2«`5D«aE
2`

`

GGGE~ ln t!
1

11 ivt
d ln t, ~8!

whereD«a is the relaxation strength of thea-process.
As demonstrated by Adichtchevet al. @5# and by Blo-

chowicz et al. @21#, in the case of glycerol, 2-picoline, an
propylene carbonate the parameterss andg evolve in a very
similar manner provided that they are plotted as a function
ta ~cf. also Fig. 4!. Moreover, it has been shown that th
excess contribution appears only atta.1028 s and that at
high temperatures the susceptibility is well described b
4-3
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Cole Davidson~CD! function @26#, i.e., by a simple peak
function. It turns out that the GGE distribution provides
excellent fit of a CD susceptibility withg5bCD, when a
constraints(a,b,g)5sc is introduced in such a way tha
the absolute short time asymptote of the GGE and the
distribution become identical. Explicitly, one finds@21#

sc~a,b,g!

5S S b

a D b/aS ap

sin~pg!
2S a

b D g/a

G~g/a! D
G~b/a!

D 1/~b2g!

. ~9!

Irrespective of the particular shape of thea peak itself, the
constraintsc assures that no wing is present in«9(v). Thus,
although the distribution function GGE att/t0!1 is still
described by two power-law contributions with exponentsb
and g, the resulting susceptibility function is a simple pe
function being very close to a CD susceptibility. Note tha
fit of a CD susceptibility by the GGE distribution alway
leads tog5bCD, hence applying the constraint only on
parameter, namely,b has to be optimized. Qualitatively, fo
the typical values of the parametersa and b found in the
type-A systems, the onset parameters reaches values of 1–2
i.e., the onset of the excess wing shifts very close to the p
frequency 1/(2pta) and as consequence the susceptibi
becomes a simple peak function without an excess w
Simultaneously, the parameterb becomes.1 @21#. Conclud-
ing, instead of a free fit of the data, the constraint, Eq.~9!,
can be applied to guarantee that the GGE is well reprodu
a simple peak susceptibility. We shall call this limit the C
limit of the GGE distribution. As the line-shape analys
shows, beyond this limit~not applying the constraint! a pro-
nounced excess wing is characterized by an onset param
s@1 and a parameterb,1.

In order to account also for the fast dynamics we inclu
in the phenomenological approach a power-law contributi
explicitly

x9~n!5AxGGE9 ~n!1Bna. ~10!

The MCT scenario can easily be implemented in the p
nomenological approach by assuming thata5aMCT and g
5bMCT holds in addition to applying the constraint Eq.~9!.
Within this approach the 12 f @cf. Eq. ~4!# is defined by

12 f 5

BE
2`

ln nc
nad ln n

pA/21BE
2`

ln nc
na ln n

, ~11!

where for an experimental analysis the cutoff frequencync
has to be properly chosen.A andB are some weighting fac
tors that may depend on temperature.
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III. RESULTS

A. Phenomenological analysis

Figure 1~a! presents the imaginary part«9(n) and Fig.
1~c! presents the real part«8(n) of glycerol as a function of
frequency as compiled by Lunkenheimeret al. @1#. About 18
decades in frequency are covered. As is clearly seen from
data, the amplitude of thea-relaxation peak decreases wi
increasing temperature. This is a consequence of the t
perature dependence of the static dielectric constant«s
5D«1«` . The relaxation strengthD« includes all contribu-
tions from intermolecular dynamics, namely, that of thea-
process and fast dynamics as well as that of the boson p
and the microscopic peak;«` comprises all process at optica
frequencies. The quantity«s may be extracted from the pla
teau of«8(n) at lowest frequencies@cf. Fig. 1~c!#. Figure 2
displays the results. For comparison, the corresponding
sults reported by Lunkenheimeret al. @1# are included show-
ing a good agreement. Inspecting the real part@cf. Fig. 1~c!#
it is found thatD«@«` holds for all temperatures. Therefor
for obtaining a normalized susceptibility we take

x9~n!5«9~n!/«s ~12!

and only this quantity can be compared against theory. N
that the static quantity«s contains no direct information on
the dynamics. Thus, from analyzing its temperature dep
dence, no conclusion can be drawn in a strict sense conc
ing a dynamic crossover as may be is suggested by Lun
heimer@27# and by Scho¨nhals@28#. Figure 1~b! presents such
scaled data. Within the experimental noise thea-relaxation
peak is constant in amplitude essentially for all temperatu

Starting with the line-shape analysis, in Fig. 1~a! we dem-
onstrate that the slow response~,1 GHz! at low temperature
(T,289 K) including thea-relaxation peak and excess win
is well described by the phenomenological approa
namely, by the GGE distribution, Eq.~5!. The parameters o
the fits are displayed as a function of temperature in Fig
The onset parameters and the exponentg @cf. Figs. 3~a! and
3~b!#, both characterizing the excess wing, as well as

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the static permittivity«s

~solid squares!; for comparison the data reported by Lunkenheim
et al. @1# are shown~open circles!.
4-4
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FIG. 3. Fit parameters of the GGE distribution as well as the parameters of the fast dynamics contribution obtained from interpol
dielectric spectra of glycerol in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, and 5 as a function of temperatureT. ~a! Onset parameters of the excess wing;~b! exponent
g of the excess wing and exponenta of the fast dynamics contribution;~c! width parameterb; ~d! amplitude of thea-processA and fast
dynamics contributionB; at high temperatures the Cole-Davidson~CD!, respectively, MCT limit is indicated.
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parameterb @cf. Fig. 3~c!#, determining together witha
~which for glycerol can be set toa510 for all temperatures!
the width of thea-relaxation peak, are found to be ve
similar to those reported by Blochowiczet al. @21# who per-
formed an analysis of a dataset extending only up to 1 G
The exponentg becomes lower, the lower the temperatu
and s strongly increases with decreasing temperature. T
means that the excess wing becomes more and more
nounced upon cooling, in the sense that it gets flatter and
wing onset is shifted to higher frequencies with respect to
a peak. Parameterb shows a trend to increase with temper
ture, in particular, it becomes larger than 1 at the high
temperatures. Blochowiczet al. @21# also reported the GGE
parameters of the glass formers propylene carbonate
2-picoline, which may be compared to those of glycero
the parameters are plotted as a function of log10ta . This is
done in Fig. 4. Although the degree of fragility is quite d
ferent within this group of materials, a very similar behav
is found fors andg, and also forb at low temperatures. In
first approximation log10s linearly increases with log10ta ,
i.e., with the state of supercooling, whereasg nonlinearly
decreases reaching values of about 0.15 at highest log10ta ,
that is, at lowest temperatures. The actual difference am
the three glass formers present in the spectra is reflected
by the width parametera, which may be set to a temperatu
01150
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independent value for each glass former. Its value can r
ably be found from fitting the spectra complied aroundTg .
We find a510, 20, 5 for glycerol, propylene carbonate, a
picoline, respectively.

Since at high temperatures the exponentg strongly in-
creases,s becomes close to 1 andb becomes larger than 1
@cf. Fig. 3~c!#, a clear indication is given that the CD limit i
reached~cf. Sec. II B!. In other words, atT.289 K or ta

,2 1029 the excess wing has disappeared, and one fi
bCD5g when a CD function is chosen to interpolate the hi
temperature susceptibility. Therefore, we apply for high
temperatures (T.289 K) the GGE distribution together with
the constraint, Eq.~9!, which, as discussed, provides an i
terpolation of a simple peak susceptibility, which is ve
close to a CD function. The result of this fitting procedure
shown in Fig. 5 where we display the normalized high te
perature data of glycerol. Here, we included a power-l
contribution with a temperature independent exponena
50.337 ~cf. the MCT analysis below! in order to account
properly for the fast dynamics contribution up to, say, 2
GHz. It turns out that the data are compatible with keep
g50.68 (5bCD) as well asb independent of temperatur
~cf. Fig. 3!. Clearly, also this phenomenological fit yields
satisfying interpolation of the data demonstrating that ab
289 K the different subspectra are virtually not changing
4-5
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ADICHTCHEV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011504 ~2003!
shape any longer. Here, we want to note that the data
characterized by very different point densities in the f
quency intervals covered by different techniques. Also,
scatter is quite large at high frequencies. Therefore, the
show small systematic deviations from the data in so
cases, and our analysis can only demonstrate that the da
compatible with the MCT predictions.

In Fig. 1~b! fits of the full dataset are shown including th
constrained fits above 289 K as well as those below by
plying free fits with the GGE distribution together with
power-law contribution for the fast dynamics. Clearly a s

FIG. 4. Fit parameters of the susceptibility of thea-process as a
function of log10 ta ; included are the corresponding data for gly
erol, propylene carbonate, and 2-picoline taken from Ref.@21#; the
Cole-Davidson~CD!, respectively, MCT limits are indicated.~a!
Wing parameters; ~b! wing exponentg; ~c! width parameterb.
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isfying interpolation is obtained covering 17 decades in f
quency. The temperature dependence of the GGE param
as well as the parameters of the fast dynamics contribut
i.e., the exponenta and the corresponding weighting facto
A andB @cf. Eq. ~10!#, are included in Fig. 3. At high tem
peratures (T.289 K) the exponentsg anda are essentially
temperature independent, whereas at low temperatures
show a marked temperature dependence. Exponentg is
found to be the same as that obtained from the sole ana
of the slow dynamics shown in Fig. 1~a!, demonstrating that
this exponent can be also reliably determined from the d
without accounting for the fast dynamics contribution. B
low 289 K, the exponenta of the fast dynamics contribution
shows a trend to increase. The weighting factorA is virtually
constant whereasB, reflecting the fast dynamics contribu
tion, decreases strongly below about 320 K. Again, we n
that the present dielectric data of glycerol do not allow for
unambiguous determination of the exponenta.

Regarding the evolution of the susceptibility the pheno
enological approach provides clear evidence for a high te
perature regime and a low temperature regime with a cro
over temperatureTx>290 K. Whereas at high temperature
T.Tx a simple peak susceptibility with constant relaxati
strength~reflected byA>const) describes thea-process to-
gether with a temperature independent fast dynamics co
bution ~reflected byB>const) with a constant exponenta, a
new spectral feature appears at low temperaturesT
,290 K), namely, the excess wing. In addition, the weig
of the fast dynamics contribution becomes strongly tempe
ture dependent@cf. parameterB(T)]. In Fig. 3 the two re-
gimes are marked and, as we will demonstrate next, the h
temperature scenario is also well described by mode c
pling theory.

FIG. 5. Normalized imaginary part of the complex permittivi
at high temperatures (T5289, 295, 303, 323, 333, 363, 382, 40
and 413 K!; interpolation of botha-process and fast dynamics con
tribution by the GGE distribution with applying the constraint, E
~10!, andg50.68 ~solid lines! together with a power-law contribu
tion with a50.337 accounting for the fast dynamics contributio
For comparison MCT interpolation of the minimum withbMCT

50.68 andaMCT50.337~dashed lines! is shown at 403 and 413 K
a fit by a Cole-Davidson susceptibility is shown.
4-6
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B. Mode coupling theory analysis

In the second approach we analyze the evolution of
susceptibility as described by the high temperature scen
of the MCT. The theory provides an interpolation of th
minimum according to Eq.~1!. Regarding this minimum, a
sum of the constrained GGE susceptibility~or a CD func-
tion! and a power-law accounting for the fast dynamics
mathematically equivalent to Eq.~1! provided that g
5bMCT anda5aMCT are chosen. Actually, for the phenom
enological fit shown in Fig. 5 we have already incorpora
the MCT relation betweeng anda derived from an exponen
parameterl50.677 @9#. Consequently, the phenomenolog
cal fit ~solid line! and the MCT interpolation by Eq.~1!
~dashed line! of the susceptibility minimum are indistin
guishable as is demonstrated in Fig. 5. The phenomeno
cal approach covers the complete relaxational spec
whereas MCT provides a generic interpolation of the mi
mum, only. Thus, the high temperature regime is descri
within the phenomenological approach by exponents that
compatible with MCT.

Having obtained the minimum parametersxmin9 and nmin

by the MCT interpolation, one is able to test the scaling la
of MCT, Eq. ~2!. Figure 6 presents the results for the line
izing relationships (xmin9 )2(T), nmin

2aMCT(T) andta
21/gMCT(T) as

well ash21/gMCT(T) as functions of temperature@cf. Eq.~2!#.
Here,ta is obtained from the phenomenological fit and t
viscosity h is taken from the literature@29#. Consistently, a
critical temperatureTc>28863 K can be extracted by ex
trapolating the high temperature dataxmin9 (T), nmin(T), and
ta(T), only. The viscosity data extrapolate to a somew
higher value ofTc , a phenomenon indicating thath andta
may exhibit a slightly different temperature dependence
high temperatures. We emphasize that first deviations f
the scaling laws appear at somewhat higher temperature
Tc . Once again we note that in the previous MCT analy
by Lunkenheimeret al. @17# the analysis was restricted t
temperaturesT<333 K. Also, their parameterbMCT50.63 is
somewhat different from that obtained within the pres
analysis (bMCT50.68). Only by including the high tempera
ture data and a normalized susceptibility can a consis
critical temperature be extracted from all the observab
and, consequently, the critical temperature is found to
significantly higher with respect to the analysis of Lunke
heimeret al. reportingTc5262 K.

Another way of demonstrating the validity of the MC
predictions is to rescale the datax9(n) by xmin9 andnmin in
such a way as to obtain a master curve for the susceptib
minimum. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7. Here we pres
the data above the critical temperatureTc5288 K ~solid
points! as well as below~crosses!. Clearly, all data above
Tc5288 K can be collapsed onto a master curve for the
velope which is well interpolated by the MCT formula wit
bMCT50.68 andaMCT50.337 as is also revealed by the min
mum interpolation in Fig. 5, whereas below 288 K deviatio
show up, namely, the minimum becomes broader
broader, the lower the temperature. This feature reflects
appearance of the excess wing belowTc . In other words, the
emergence of the excess wing terminates the high temp
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ture scenario of MCT, and thus allows to identify unambig
ously the critical temperature.

Finally, having achieved a complete interpolation of t
susceptibility data we can proceed to checking another M
prediction, namely, the anomaly of the nonergodicity para
eter f, by applying Eq.~11!. For the cutoff frequency we
introducenc5200 GHz, which ensures that essentially
spectral contribution of the boson peak is included in
integral. Of course, this limit is somewhat arbitrary, but
change fromnc5200 tonc5400 GHz leads to an increase o
12 f by a factor of roughly 2a, i.e., only 23% at high tem-
peratures~asa>0.3). Figure 8 displays 12 f as a function of
temperature. Below about 300 K a significant drop of 12 f is
observed. This is nothing else than the expected anom
and the data in Fig. 8 can be fitted with the square r
behavior of MCT, Eq.~3!, yielding a critical temperature
Tc>300 K, which is somewhat higher than that extract
from the scaling laws~cf. Fig. 6!. We note that the absolut
value of 12 f is quite small; the largest value found at hig
temperatures is 12 f >0.017.

FIG. 6. ~a! and~b! Testing the scaling laws of MCT, Eq.~2!; the
linearized scaling law amplitudes~SLA! are plotted; in~a! the two
points at highest temperatures were obtained from the master c
in Fig. 7.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The evolution of the relaxational contribution in the d
electric susceptibility of glycerol has been successfully int
polated covering 17 decades in frequency. Following
lines given by Adichtchevet al. @5# and Blochowiczet al.
@21#, we have analyzed the low frequency response at
temperatures~including the a-process and excess wing!
within a phenomenological approach, on the one hand,
the high temperature data within MCT, on the other. In
phenomenological approach the crossover temperatureTx is
defined by the disappearance of the excess wing and re
ing the CD limit when heating what can clearly be identifi
in the temperature dependence of the parameters of the
plied extended generalized gamma~GGE! distribution. In the
frame work of MCT the crossover is given by the result
the scaling analysis. Within the experimental error bo
crossover temperatures (Tx andTc) agree, andTc>288 K is
extracted from a MCT analysis. The present MCT analy
uses all available high temperature data (T<413 K) while
Lunkenheimeret al. restricted their analysis to temperatur
T<333 K @17#. Also, dielectric spectra normalized by th
static permittivity are analyzed. As a consequence of b
the critical temperature extracted shifted to higher tempe
tures by roughly 30 K as compared to 262 K in the previo
analysis, and consistent results are achieved from all sca
observables. As in the case of toluene@4# and picoline@5#,
for reasons not completely understood, the asymptotic l
of MCT describe the dynamics even up to highest tempe
tures also in the case of glycerol. Only by including that da
a safe foundation for extracting the critical temperature
guaranteed. This is particularly crucial for nonfragile orga
glass formers for which the high temperature scenario
MCT may be observed only well above the room tempe
ture. Thus, it may be possible that discrepancies in determ
ing Tc found also for other systems disappear when the M
analysis is extended to highest temperatures including e
temperatures above the melting point. We note that reinsp
ing the data of the neutron scattering study of glycerol s

FIG. 7. Rescaled minimum of the susceptibility obtained
scaling the original data@cf. Fig. 1~b! by xmin and nmin, respec-
tively; solid circles, data above 289 K; crosses, data below 289
dashed line, interpolation by the MCT master curve, Eq.~1!#.
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gests Tc>280 K @6# and that Ro¨ssler et al. reported Tc
>300 K from an analysis of the viscosity@15#. Applying the
so-called Stickel plot, Lunkenheimeret al. @17# found that
the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann equation holds well only bel
285 K.

In addition to extractingTc from the scaling analysis,Tc
can equally well be identified by the anomaly of the non
godicity parameterf, respectively, 12 f . Evaluating the cor-
responding integrals over the susceptibility by using the
curves obtained within the phenomenological approach
2 f (T) is easily determined. In good agreement the squ
root behavior of MCT is rediscovered. The absolute value
12 f is very small, i.e., 12 f <0.02 is observed. Thus, ex
perimentally, it does not make much sense in most case
determine the anomaly by extractingf (T) since the latter is
close to 1. This may have important consequences s
small values of 12 f (T) may also show up in an analysis o
depolarized LS spectra@1#. Assuming in first approximation
that LS describes the reorientational correlation function
the second Legendre polynomial and dielectric spectrosc
the corresponding function of the first Legendre polynom
and the fast motion can be described by a spatially hig
restricted reorientation within, e.g., a cone model, Blocho
icz et al. showed that 12 f LS>3(12 f DS) @31# ~cf. also Ref.
@30# for a similar discussion!. Thus, even for LS experiment
it might be difficult to identify the anomaly of the nonergod
icity parameter inf LS(T). In the case of NS, 12 f may be-
come larger@1,6#. Within molecular mode coupling theor
12 f c(q50)>0.02 has been reported, which is very close
the value observed experimentally@32#. In the corresponding
simulations it is indeed found that 12 f LS.3(12 f DS) @33#.

Concerning the evolution of the susceptibility, our ana
sis clearly discriminates between a high temperature reg
and a low temperature regime. The first is well described
MCT with an a-process and fast dynamics contribution b
ing essentially unchanged in spectral shape and ampli
and onlyta changing, whereas the second, the low tempe
ture scenario, is characterized by the emergence of the ex
wing. The appearance of the excess wing marks the

;

FIG. 8. Nonergodicity parameter 12 f DS, cf. Eq.~11!, as a func-
tion of temperature, solid line, square root law of MCT; dashed li
guide for the eye.
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change of the dynamic susceptibility while cooling a typeA
glass former and also marks the breakdown of the high t
perature scenario of MCT. However, concerning the anom
of the nonergodicity parameter 12 f , this MCT feature is
observed belowTc , thus indicating that at least this MC
prediction remains valid also atT,Tc . Also, belowTc the
exponenta of the fast dynamics contribution shows a tre
to increase, which tentatively may be interpreted as a cr
over to a white noise spectrum@5,6#—a feature also pre
dicted by MCT though only at frequencies below t
‘‘knee,’’ which actually is not found.

Comparing different glass formers such as glycerol, p
pylene carbonate, and 2-picoline, it appears that the cr
over is always found in the range 1029,ta,1028 s. In the
case of glycerolta(Tc)>231029 s is observed, and th
critical temperatureTc5288 K is actually very close to the
melting pointTm5290 K. In other words, in the nonfragil
glass former glycerol the dynamics slows sufficiently do
already above the melting point. Thus, one may say that
not the degree of supercooling but rather a sufficiently h
viscosity that marks the dynamic crossover.

As discussed the excess wing is hardly to be taken a
part of a continuing (T,Tc) a-process but rather as a spec
secondary relaxation process@22,23#. This process manifest
itself in a very similar way in all type-A glass formers when
the line-shape parameters are plotted as functions of the
constantta . No significant difference is found between th
fragile system propylene carbonate and glycerol exhibit
an intermediate degree of fragility and both systems foll
the MCT predictions at high temperatures. The only imp
tant difference found for the spectral shape of the susce
bility refers to the shape of thea-relaxation peak itself. The
width parametera is temperature independent but differe
for the various systems. In other words, only the slow
dynamics exhibit nonuniversal features. Future experime
on other type-A glass formers, which essentially have
cover all experimentally accessible frequencies, will rev
whether this statement survives progress. First analysi
type-B glass formers indicates that some universality is l

FIG. 9. Susceptibility modeled by the GGE distribution setti
s50, i.e., no excess wing is present; the parametera is low but
constant andb is varied; curves shifted vertically for clarity. Th
curves can be interpolated by a KWW susceptibility~solid line!.
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~depending on the relaxation strength of theb-process! but
still both the excess wing as well as theb-process contribu-
tion itself happen to merge with thea-process at the critica
temperature@21#. Concluding, we say that although clarify
ing the physical nature of the slow response of a glass for
with an emergence of the excess wing is still a future task
be solved, the proposed approach yields a complete inte
lation of the susceptibility spectra of type-A glass formers,
provides a clear cut identification of the spectral chan
occurring while supercooling, and reproduces the MCT s
nario at high temperatures, i.e., allows for determining u
ambiguously the critical temperatureTc also in the case of
nonfragile systems.
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APPENDIX

The GGE distribution applied in the present contributi
describes the shape of thea-relaxation peak by two param
eters, namely,a andb, and the excess wing bys andg. The
significance of the latter parameters is straightforward:
rameters is a measure of the onset of the excess wing~with
respect tota) and parameterg represents the correspondin
power-law exponent. In the case of parametersa andb, the
situation is less obvious, and in what follows we want
demonstrate its respective role. We note that a detailed
cussion of the GGE function is also found in Ref.@21#. In
order to concentrate on describing thea-relaxation peak it-
self we sets50, thus, a distribution without excess win
contribution is considered. In this case the GGE distribut
transforms into a generalized gamma distribution~GG! @21#,
and the role of parametersa andb can easily be singled out

In Fig. 9 the susceptibility applying the GG distribution

FIG. 10. Susceptibility modeled by the GGE distribution setti
s50; the parametera is high but constant andb is varied; curves
shifted vertically for clarity. The curves can be interpolated by
Cole-Davidson susceptibility~solid line!
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plotted for a constant but low parametera50.1 and varying
b values. For all curves,b fixes the limiting high frequency
power law provided thatb<1, for b.1 the corresponding
power-law exponent is always 1 and the susceptibility
comes close to a Debye curve. In the limitb→` the GG
distribution becomes ad function. In Fig. 10 we display the
susceptibility for a constant but higha520 and varyingb
values. Againb fixes the power-law exponent forb<1. The
difference of the two sets of curves is given by the change
the susceptibility at frequencies lower than the maxim
frequency whenb is systematically increased. Whereas
Fig. 10 the low frequency power law extends essentially
to susceptibility peak, this is not the case in Fig. 9. In t
latter case the crossover from the low frequency power
to the peak sets in a much lower frequencies, and th
curves may be interpolated by a Kchlrausch-Williams-Wa
~KWW! function ~solid lines!, whereas in Fig. 10 the curve
n
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are rather fitted by a Cole-Davidson susceptibility~solid
line!. In other words, a lowa allows an increasingb param-
eter to produce a KWW character whereas with a higha, a
CD type of susceptibility is reproduced.

Of course, both parametersa and b may be somehow
correlated in a fitting procedure. Also we note that the pow
law defined by parameterb is actually not seen if an exces
wing is present, but stillb fixes the width of thea-peak. As
mentioned in the text, a reliable estimate ofa is found if a
free fit with the GGE distribution is performed for a datas
close toTg . Here, the excess wing is most pronounced a
separate from thea-relaxation peak. It turned out that fixin
a in this way, it can be kept constant for all temperatur
and the particular value ofa distinguishes the different glas
formers. As the effect ofa on the manifestation of the
a-relaxation peak saturates at high values ofa it may be
advisable to take rather 1/a as a convenient width paramete
.
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